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Trade and Renewable Resources (Lecture 11 and 12)

This lecture is based on the review of Bulte and Barbier (2005) and the specific models of section 2
and section 3 are based on Brander and Taylor (1997) and Copeland and Taylor (2009), respectively.

1 Trade liberalization under a perfect property rights regime
In the simplest model, we recall that an increase in price from the autarky level leads to a lower stock
and maybe lower harvest, whereas a drop in the price will lead to a higher stock and maybe higher
harvest levels. It is clear, though, that opening for trade will always increase welfare in a first-best
world: it removes a binding constraint.

However, even under optimal management, an opening to trade could have malign long-term
consequences when there are increasing returns to scale in the manufacturing sector, but not in the
resource sector. We are namely then discussing the problem of the resource curse.

2 Trade liberalization under open access
In the simple, partial equilibrium model of open-access that was discussed earlier this course, it is
clear that the stock decreases as the price increases. As all rents will be dissipated before and after
trade liberalization this will have no welfare consequences.

Brander and Taylor (1997) consider a general equilibrium model of a small economy with a man-
ufacturing sector and a resource sector that may open for trade. Let us however first establish the
autarky steady-state to see the main ingredients of the model.

2.1 The small economy in autarky
Essentially, the model is a general-equilibrium extension of the canonical bio-economic model. Con-
sider first the production side: The biological growth function G(S) is logistic and the harvest function
is of the Schaefer type:

G(S) = rS

(
1− S

K

)
(1)

HP = αLS (2)

Here, effort is given by labor L and the “catchability coefficient” is given by α; the superscript P stands
for production, in order to distinguish it from the amount of harvest that is demanded for consumption
(which will be denoted by a superscript C). In equilibrium one unit of labor in manufacturing (a
constant-returns to scale industry) yields a wage w which is normalized to 1. Due to open-access, the
price of the resource good must equal its unit labor cost. These are

aLH(S) = L/HP = 1/αS (3)

so that

p = waLH(S) = w/αS = 1/αS. (4)

Looking at the demand side, preferences are of the Cobb-Douglas type so that individual utility
is u = hβm1−β which is maximized subject to the budget constraint ph + m = w. This yields the
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individual demands h = wβ/p and m = w(1− β). Upon noticing that aggregate demand is HC = hL
so that we can derive the consumer price:

p = wβL/HC (5)

In the “Ricardian temporary equilibrium” – for a given S – we have full employment so that

HPaLH(S) +M = L (6)

which upon substituting (3) gives

HP = αLS − αMS. (7)

Now the the equilibrium harvest can be found by equating the producer price (4) with the consumer
price (5) and solving for H. This yields the harvest schedule

H = αβLS. (8)

From (7), the equilibrium output of manufacturing is M = (1− β)L and a fraction β of the economy
is employed in the resurface sector.

In steady state, we must have H = G(S) so that we can solve for the steady-state stock value in
autarky:

SA = K

(
1− αL

r

)
(9)

2.2 The small open economy
Now consider the case that an economy, which is at the autarky steady-state opens for trade, now
facing the (exogenous) world market price p∗. Brander and Taylor then consider the subsequent
adjustment of factors of production (“temporary equilibrium”), while the resource remains at (or close
to) the steady state level SA. Namely, the small economy will (Prop.3):

i) specialize in resource production when p∗ > pA

ii) specialize in manufacturing when p∗ < pA

iii) not specialize and have an indeterminate pattern of trade when p∗ = pA

The imminent question is of course about the steady-state trade flows and resource stock. Here it
is useful to distinguish three cases, when the economy is resource-abundant (p∗ > pA) and produc-
tion becomes diversified, when the economy is resource-abundant (p∗ > pA) and production remains
specialized, and when the economy is resource-poor (p∗ < pA).

Resource-abundant, diversified economy Initially, the entire work-force will enter the resource
sector. This pressure on the stock cannot be sustained and the resource stock drops to a new steady-
state level SD. If the value of the marginal product in the resource sector is driven to 1 (i.e. if
p∗ ∈ [(αK)−1, ((1 − αL/r)αK)−1], see Corollary 7.1), the economy will be diversified. Although
nominal income will remain the same, the real income will drop (as the consumer price of the resource
in now lower). There will be early gains from trade followed by eventual losses, and it will depend
on the discount rate whether an ex-ante cost-benefit analysis would sanction the project of trade
liberalization.
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Resource-abundant, specialized economy When the resource sector can accommodate the en-
tire labour force at wage larger than 1, the economy will export the resource good and import man-
ufactures along the transition path and in steady state. There may be permanent gains from trade
when the preferences for manufactures are sufficiently strong.

Resource-poor economy Opening for trade in a country with comparative advantages in manu-
facturing means that it will initially put all its labor force into manufacturing. Whether or not the
resource-poor economy will remain specialized in manufacturing depends on the world price. If it is
so low that the returns from harvesting, even at S = K are below the wage in manufacturing, the
economy will leave its own resource untouched and import all the resource goods.

2.3 Welfare consequences of opening for trade
Consider Figure 1, which is a reproduction of Figure 5 from Brander and Taylor (1997).548 James A. Brander and M. Scott Taylor 
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FIGURE 5 Steady-state utility and the terms of trade 

utility. Still higher world prices would imply steady-state utility gains relative to 
autarky. 

If, on the other hand, r/L < a, then the small country cannot specialize in 
the resource good in steady state because employing its full labour force in har- 
vesting would lead to extinction of the resource. Before the resource is physically 
exhausted, however, the value of marginal product in harvesting declines to 1, and 
thus economic forces will ensure that this economy must diversify its production 
and reduce its harvest rate. Per capita steady-state utility is monotonically falling in 
the world price of the resource good. The stronger this country's apparent 'compar- 
ative advantage' in the resource good, the lower its steady-state utility. In addition, 
since steady-state utility falls with improvements in the terms of trade, for suffi- 
ciently low discount rates international trade at more favourable world prices can 
lead to lower overall welfare for this resource-abundant country. Although a more 
favourable terms of trade is beneficial during the specialization period leading up 
to diversification, the eventual steady-state utility level in trade is lower the higher 
is the world price of the resource good. As a consequence, for some discount rates 
the transitional benefits of a higher terms of trade will be more than offset by 
steady-state losses. 

Figure 1: Steady-state utility levels at different world-market prices

The flat line is the per-capita utility level under autarky. For a country where r/L > α, a
price smaller than p1∗ means that the country specializes in manufacturing and opening for trade
increases utility as “the economy’s production mix is shifted away from the open-access (resource)
sector”. At prices above the autarky price level pA the country exports the resource but is diversified
in production. This reduces welfare as it reduces both production possibilities (as the resource is
depleted) and consumption possibilities (as relative prices change). When the country specializes in
resource production (which happens when the price exceeds p2∗) welfare begins to rise again as the
income in terms of manufactures increases. Beyond p3∗ the price of the resource is so high that there
are in fact gains from trade again.
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3 Trade liberalization under endogenous property rights regime
Usually, the polar cases of optimal management and open access are analyzed, where the institutional
setup is treated as exogenously given. But surely, real world situations are intermediate case, and
the institutional setup is not necessarily static. Broadly, “institutions” are understood as the rules of
the game, but here it is important to distinguish between country characteristics, and property right
regimes. It is plausible to argue that the former may not change (or only very slowly), but the latter
may change (possibly quite suddendly) in response to e.g. trade liberalisation, technological changes
or population growth.

3.1 Model
The following is a simplified version of the model presented in Copeland and Taylor (2009). The
bio-economic model is of the standard Gordon-Schaefer type, equation (1) and (2), and the focus is
throughout on the steady state G(S) = H.

G(S) = rS

(
1− S

K

)
(1)

H = αLS (2)

implying that in steady state:

S = K

(
1− αL

r

)
(9)

Effort L is the aggregate labour devoted to harvesting the renewable resource. Total population size
is N and the alternative occupation is manufacturing, a CRS technology which pays w per unit of
labour. The individual household thus has the following revenue:

R = pαlS + (1− l)w (10)

Now we make two assumptions to get the story started: First, at high stock levels, resource rents
are positive:

πC = pαS − w > 0 for some S ≤ K (A-1)

At high stock levels, everybody would like to spend his or her entire time harvesting the resource.
However, the second assumption is that there is overcapacity in the sense that if everybody were to
harvest, the stock would be extinguished. That is:

αN

r
> 1. (A-2)

Hence there are rents to be had, if the manager would succeed in restraining harvesting effort.
However, there is only imperfect monitoring and enforcement. All the manager can do is to announce
an individual effort level l and devise a scheme where the individual household is banned from har-
vesting if caught cheating. Denote the lowest level to which effort can be restraint in this way by LT .
Obviously the level of LT will depend on country characteristics, in particular on ρ, the probability
to detect cheaters, on δ, the discount rate, and on the population size.

The precise derivation of LT in Copeland and Taylor (2009, p.370-372) is interesting in itself, but
not the focus of this lecture. For the present simplification, it is sufficient to note that, in equilibrium,
the individual equates the fine F from cheating, weighted by the probability of being detected ρ, with
the instantaneous gains from cheating:

ρF = πC − π (11)
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where π is the return to behaving (harvesting with the individual effort level l, i.e. π = pαlS − wl).
The fine F is set equal to the annuity of being excluded from harvesting the resource, which in steady-
state is F = π

δ . Aggregate effort is given by L = N · l, so that the lowest level to which effort can be
restraint is1

LT =
δ

δ + ρ
N (12)

It is however not necessarily the case that the manager always enforces the effort level LT . On the
one hand, it is possible that LT is so high compared to the value of the resource, that employing LT
would imply negative rents. The best that the manager can do in this case “is to throw up his hands
and allow agents to harvest all they want”. Effort will enter until all rents are dissipated (the revenue
from time spent harvesting equals its opportunity cost from time spent in manufacturing), denote this
level LOA.

LOA =
r

α

(
1− w

pαK

)
(13)

On the other hand, it is possible that the resource is so valuable that the first-best optimal level of effort
L∗ is higher than LT . In other words, L∗ is the (interior) result of an unconstrained maximization of∫∞
0

[pαLS + w(N − L)]e−δtdt subject to (1). It is implicitly defined by the familiar relationships:

δ = G′(S∗) +
αL∗

pαS∗ − w
(a) and L∗ =

g

α

(
1− S∗

K

)
(b) (14)

As a result, the resource manager is faced with the following “incentive constraint”:

L ≥ min{LOA, LT } (15)

Note that while LT is independent of the price p, the open access level of effort LOA and the un-
constrained first-best level of effort L∗ are increasing in p. As p grows very large, LOA → r

α (confer
equation 13) and L∗ → r+δ

2α . The latter can be deduced from the fact that as the price rises without
bounds, the resource becomes so valuable that the stock-effect in the cost function vanishes, and
condition (14a) simplifies to δ = G′(S∗) = r − 2r

K S
∗, which can then be substituted into (14b).

If the incentive constraint (15) binds, de facto open access will result when LT ≥ LOA. Hardin
economies are characterized by LTH ≥ r

α , so that they never resolve their “tragedy of the commons”,
irrespective how valuable the resource is.

For Ostrom economies, LTO < r
α so that there exists a price p+ for which harvesting restrictions are

successfully implemented and rents are being generated. However, the enforcement power of Ostrom
economies is not sufficient to achieve the first-best, that is LTO ≥ r+δ

2α .
Finally, Clark economies are characterized by LTC < r

α and LTC < r+δ
2α . When the price rises above

p++, the resource is very valuable and calls for high effort so that the first best can be implemented
(since both effort needs to be restricted less and the threat of exclusion lures larger), even though the
manager in a Clark economy would have sufficient power to push effort down to the level LTC .

Figure 2 illustrates the different cases: At very low prices, all economies will exhibit open access,
regardless of their characteristics. At high prices, “there is heterogeneity in the world’s resource
management with some countries at open access, others with limited management, and some with
perfect property rights protection and full rent maximization” (Copeland and Taylor, 2009, Prop.4).

1Inserting F = π
δ

in (11), using πC = π
l∗ , and canceling π yields: ρF = πC − π ⇒ ρπ

δ
= π

l
− π ⇒ ρ

δ
=

1
l
− 1 ⇒ δ+ρ

δ
= 1

l
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Figure 2: Endogenous property right regimes for Hardin, Ostrom, and Clark economies

3.2 Applications
Having these characterizations at hand, it is possible to prove the following proposition (Number 5 in
Copeland and Taylor, 2009). Suppose an elimination of trade frictions leads to an price increase from
pold to pnew, then this will

(i) Reduce income in a Hardin economy

(ii) Increase income in Clark or Ostrom economy when pold > p+

(iii) Decrease income in Clark or Ostrom economies when pold < p+, but if pnew > p+, then trade
liberalization leads to the emergence of a management regime and increases income. For Clark
economies, if pnew > p++, management is fully efficient.

Additionally, one can use this framework to analyze, for example,Êthe effect of technological progress
in fisheries or the effect of population growth on deforestation.
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